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“Transformation from Cost Center to Value Generating 
organization” 
Advisory Service for SAP Intelligent Asset Management

Customer scope presentation
About this asset

This is a collection of slides that SAP employees and partners can use 

when preparing a presentation for customers about scope.

You can use slides in your own customer-specific presentation. Customers 

cannot open or download this presentation themselves.

For more information about SAP Best Practices, see SAP Best Practices 

explorer at rapid.sap.com/bp/.

<Solution/Version>

https://rapid.sap.com/bp/
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Why an advisory service 

for SAP Intelligent Asset 

Management?
Introduction at a glance

Why

How

What

Ongoing challenges for asset related companies to find “Their Path” of 

digitalization into Industry 4.0.

Huge opportunities for maintenance and service organizations for 

renovating old and often “historically grown” IT landscapes and 

processes.

Huge opportunities for maintenance and service organizations with highly 

agile moving requirements on processes or the IT environment.

SAP services address the following key customer questions:

1. What is SAP Intelligent Asset Management?

2. What is in it for me from a business perspective?

3. What is the tailored way to get there, for my Organization?

This service provides: 

▪ Business assessment approach of current practices of asset 

management to define a tailored way from Maturity Assessment to 

High Level Roadmap.

▪ A focus on customer needs and pain points from a business 

perspective.

▪ Guidance for a journey from an as-is environment to a target scenario. 

▪ Initial step to be taken on a journey to SAP Intelligent Asset 

Management.
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Value Proposition:

The Asset Management Challenge

From Maturity Assessment to 

High Level Roadmap

Service Overview



Asset Management Challenge:
sss

Transformation From Cost Center 

To Value Generating Organization
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Challenges in Asset Management
Disconnected people, processes and assets across operations 

negatively affect business performance

No complete mapping of physical objects and therefore no transparency 

in the company.

Focus on an Intelligent Asset Life Cycle with digital twin!

Calendar-based maintenance results in over-maintaining assets at higher 

costs and lower availability. 

Focus on value optimized maintenance with higher availability and minimal 

costs of assets!

Smart factory & maintenance starts with paperless processing.

Focus on digitalization! Trade and access information anywhere.

Maintenance employees always react ad-hoc – they do not act! 

Focus on a value optimized mindset for your organization. 

High fluctuation on employees and requested skillsets.

Focus on user experience! Make it easy for your employees to get their job 

done.

Transformation from Cost Center to Value generating Organization.
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Explore innovation 

opportunities

Gain deep understanding 

of needs and opportunities 

via majority and business 

assessment

Design and create a 

prototype of the solution

Develop and deliver the 

tailored business and 

technical solution for 

productive use

Run the solution and 

optimize it continuously. 

Deploy across your 

company. 

Outcome
• Multiple innovation 

opportunities

• Prioritized use cases

Outcome
• Common understanding of 

the current environment and 

the challenges / 

opportunities

• Aligned stakeholders

• First insights to overcome 

the challenges 

• Develop an individual 

roadmap

Outcome
• A design or technical 

prototype validating the 

viability, desirability and 

feasibility of the solution.

• Enterprise architecture 

design

• Commercial proposal

Outcome
• Productive solution 

synchronized to SAP roadmap

• Deployed in cloud, on-premise 

or hybrid environments and on 

any device

Outcome
• Smooth operations and 

continuous optimization

• Solution maintained with 

available support options

• One support infrastructure for 

standard and tailored solutions

• Productive solution deployed 

across markets and regions

Starting Your individual journey to intelligent asset management.

HOW to innovate with SAP as trusted partner
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Starting Your journey:

From Maturity Assessment to High Level Roadmap

Perform 

Maturity 

Assessment

Propose

Initiatives

Identify Your 

Potential

Gather      

Pain Point

High-Level Roadmap 

For “Your Path” Of 

Digitalization Into 

4.0

The foundation of the advisory service for SAP Intelligent Asset Management includes the 

following workshops:
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Maturity Assessment 

Step By Step To The Top Of Asset Management

How do you like to work tomorrow? 

Organizational Goal Setting

How do you work today? 

Process Evaluation & Facility Visit

How did you plan to work today?  

Questionnaire 
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Maturity Assessment - Questionnaire

Score = 0 Score = 0,5 Score = 1

Maturity Result: % = SUM of all scores / number of best practices
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Example Result - Implemented Best Practices

Conclusions

 Few Best Practices implemented 

completely (3%)

 Many Best Practices implemented 

partially (74%)

 Some Best Practices not implemented 

(23%) 

> Largest improvement opportunities in 

the area of strategy and data quality
0%
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90%

100%

1 Asset Strategy 2 Governance 3 Organization 4 Processes 5 Data Quality 6 Technology

Maturity level / proportion of implemented Best Practices
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Example Result - Heat Map

1 Asset Strategy

An overall strategy for asset management is 

documented, published and communicated 

throughout the organization

Objectives for asset management are derived 

from overall business KPI and support their 

achievement e.g. asset reliability for production 

goals and revenue.

Benefits of asset management are described and 

include qualitative and quantitative aspects

2 Governance

A common understanding of general asset 

management, reliability centered maintenance 

(RCM) and asset management data is established

Decision making processes are defined
Processes: Rules and principles for managing 

asset master data are defined

3 Organization

Dedicated organization that defines across all 

business units how asset management is 

organized

Roles for asset management are defined, e.g. 

Asset responsible (Production), Technician, 

Planner, Dispatcher, Maintenance Engineer, 

reliability engineer

Processes: Task assignment and SLA are defined

4 Processes Processes cover all phases of asset lifecycle
Process design supports asset management and 

RCM objectives
Processes are standardized and harmonized

5 Data Quality
Asset data quality is measured regularly, 

deficiencies are removed on the spot

Asset data are described in a data manual 

containing e.g. Data Definitions, Data Standards 

used, Usage of Data and Data Quality Indicators

Service provider has access to the actual asset 

data

6 Technology Workflow for processes used e.g. for asset master 

data changes and approvals

Execution of maintenance work done paperless 

e.g. with mobile devices and dynamic checklists.

Mechanisms in place to detect and avoid asset 

failures

The asset is able to send its health behavior to the 

responsible person/ system of the asset

Analyzing and documentation of asset 

management (e.g. Risk & Critically, FMEA, …) are 

supported.

Service provider has integrated access to the 

actual and necessary asset data. So that they 

able to perform the optimum service.

Best Practices not implemented

Best Practices partially implemented

Best Practices completely implemented
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Pain Point Analysis - Typical Pain Points

No dedicated organization established that defines across 

all business units how Asset Management is organized.

Integration to other business areas like Finance, Material 

Management, Production and Quality Management is 

missing.

Asset data quality is not measured regularly, deficiencies 

are only removed when incidents are reported.

Asset strategy is lacking key aspects, e.g. link to overall 

business KPIs or qualitative and quantitative benefits of 

Asset Management.

No mechanisms to detect and avoid data duplicates in 

place.
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Initiative Solution Enabler 
Value

aspects

Feasibility 

aspects

Business Case and 

Opportunity Assessment
3 medium 5 easy

Strategic Blueprint for 

Intelligent Asset 

Management

SAP Model Company 

Connected Assets
5 high

2 easy -

medium

Integrated business 

processes beyond 

company borders

SAP Asset Intelligence 

Network

4 medium -

high

4 easy –

medium

Paperless Maintenance

SAP Asset Manager

SAP Resource

Scheduling & Handling

4 medium –

high
3 medium

Data Quality Reporting SAP Information Steward
4 medium -

high
3 medium

Central Asset Master  

Data Governance / 

Consolidation

SAP Master Data 

Governance (EAM)

4 medium -

high

2 medium -

difficult
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Difficult
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Easy
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Example Result - Improvement Potentials
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Example Result - Master Plan and Roadmap

Strategy & 

Program 

Management

Supporting 

Technology

Master Data Processes

SAP Asset 

Intelligence 

Network

SAP Model 

Company 

Connected Assets

SAP Asset 

Manager

Reliability centered 

Maintenance 

Preventive 

Maintenance

Corrective 

Maintenance

Paperless 

Maintenance

Strategic Blueprint

Business Case and 

Opportunity Assessment

IAM 

Maturity

1. Strategic Blueprint, i.e. cross 

functional and cross divisional 

Asset Management

2. Integrated maintenance activities 

can be validated with relatively 

low effort with the SAP Model 

Company for connected assets

3. Paperless Maintenance, 

supported by SAP Asset 

Manager, enables online 

information across all Asset 

Management processes

4. Integrated Asset Management 

processes with external partners 

supported by SAP Asset 

Intelligence Network

5. Enable RCM business capabilities 

for a holistic Asset Management 

organization 

1.

2. 3.

5.

4.
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Beyond Best Practice – SAP Intelligent Asset Management 

Hot Topics

Asset Data Redesign and Business Process Optimization

IAM fuels Business Model Innovation

IAM | Context Intelligent Enterprise

IAM | Context Migration to SAP S/4HANA

IAM | Next Level Operator – Service Provider Collaboration
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Service Overview
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Service overview

How to use the capabilities of SAP Intelligent Asset Management – Perform process engineering in maintenance and service management. 

Discover SAP Intelligent Asset Management innovation potential and the potential of your organization.

Business needs
 Guidance in the business area of maintenance and service management
 Guidance needed to find “Their Path” of Digitalization into Industry 4.0.
 Industry insights to solve problems in the maintenance and service context
 Support for a technical road-map development of SAP architecture in the maintenance and service management context

Delivery approach and scope
 Foundation: From Maturity Assessment to High Level Roadmap – Discover YOUR individual roadmap for SAP Intelligent 

Asset Management.
 Extended Options: Gain a business assessment for SAP Intelligent Asset Management processes based on your specific 

business needs.
 Phase driven delivery approach for service foundation:

Value and benefits
 Identification of recommended activities and changes to optimize customer maintenance and service processes and the 

existing system landscape
 Setup of a process-related, organizational, and functional future concept for an SAP solution implementation based on 

best practices of SAP
 Identification of a value proposition from process optimization
 Recommendations of a roadmap to take your maintenance organization to the next level and to introduce the latest SAP 

technology

Service: 5015028

Related Services

 Quick-start service for SAP Asset Intelligence 

Network

 Quick-start service for SAP Asset Strategy and 

Performance Management

 quick-start service for SAP Predictive 

Maintenance and Service

 SAP Model Company for SAP Connected Assets

PREPA

RE 

EXPLO

RE

Prepare & Explore Discover Plan

Your organization Your potential Your path
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Service Scope: 

Advisory Service for SAP Intelligent Asset 

Management

Scope Option 00: Foundation –

Discover YOUR roadmap for SAP Intelligent Asset Management 

The Foundation of the advisory service for SAP Intelligent Asset Management includes the following workshops:

• Maturity Assessment

• Pain Point Gathering 

• Propose Initiatives

• Benefit Potential / Ease-of-Implementation Matrix

• High-Level Roadmap to find “YOUR Path” of Digitalization into Industry 4.0.

Extended Scope Options for a detailed Business Assessment in the following E2E-Processes:

01 Plan to Optimize Assets

02 Acquire to Onboard

03 Operate to Maintain

04 Offboard to Decommision

05 Manage Asset Master Data

06 Offer to Order (Service Management)

07 Order to Cash (Service Management)

08 Service to Invoice (Service Management)
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Scope options Required Scope Option Description

00 Foundation Mandatory From Maturity Assessment to High Level Roadmap – Discover YOUR individual roadmap for intelligent asset management 

and the Intelligent Asset Management innovation potential.

01 Plan to optimize Assets Optional This Scope Item includes the increasing of asset availability. Early maintenance measures should prevent equipment 

failures and machine downtimes. Optimize return on assets across lifecycles by monitoring, reviewing, and improving 

maintenance activities.

02 Acquire to Onboard Optional This Scope Item includes the procurement of assets from an operator perspective. Before or at the latest when the 

installation in the manufacture is made available for operation, the assets must be available in the system. The master data 

for maintenance and especially the assets depends on the predefined processes e.g. plan and manage asset construction.

03 Operate to Maintain Optional This Scope Item is describing the definition of maintenance plans and rules as well as the planning and monitoring of assets 

and maintenance activities. Additionally, it describes how the asset maintenance is to be performed and how assets has to 

be refurbished.

04 Offboard to Decommission Optional This Scope Item verifies the scrapping process of assets. A strategy can be defined for the decommission of the assets e.g. 

abandonment and sale or trade of assets.

05 Manage Asset Master Data Optional This Scope Item includes the creation of the foundation for the intelligent enterprise by unifying and streamlining data 

governance processes for enterprise asset management. This Scope also helps ensuring data quality and readiness as well 

as to establish strong governance processes that will help to maintain master data quality.

06 Offer to Order (Service 

Management)

Optional This Scope Item verifies how Service Management orders could be received and managed by contractors. External 

interfaces could be integrated in contractors SAP systems.

07 Order to Cash (Service 

Management)

Optional This Scope Item includes the process from receipt of a customer order to payment of the outstanding debt by the customer. 

The order-to-cash process is the supplier´s view of an order process and is therefore assigned to the sales side in a 

company.

08 Service to Invoice (Service 

Management)

Optional This Scope Item includes the way of billing of service for third parties.

Service scope options
A service scope option is a combination of scope that can be removed to reduce the service price.
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• Briefing | Initial situation & objectives

• Review project scope & schedule

1 Week* 2 Weeks*

PREPARE and EXPLORE DISCOVER PLAN

Delivery Approach and Timeline
Foundation – Discover YOUR roadmap for Intelligent Asset Management 

1 Week*

• Preparation & Coordination

• Workshop | Maturity assessment

• Workshop | Pain point gathering

• Workshop | Propose initiatives & review 

dependencies

• Workshop | Benefit potential / ease-of-

implementation matrix

• Postprocessing & Coordination

• Handover results

• Preparation & coordination of final 

presentation

• Workshop | High level roadmap

• Prepare management summary

• Handover results

• Project closure

Customer SAPLevel of Involvement *Indicated duration
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Recommended Team* Setup to Reach the Top

Group Resource / Role

Customer Head of Asset Management / Business Lead Asset Management Workstream

IT Lead Asset Management Workstream

Process Owners (for Asset Management domains in scope)

Enterprise Architect

SAP Principal Consultant IAM

Business Consultant IAM

*see section 4 Scope Document



Extended Options: Business Assessment 

of SAP Intelligent Asset Management
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Why use the 

business 

assessment service 

for maintenance and 

service processes?
Introduction at a glance

Why

How

Outcomes

The business assessment for maintenance and service processes 

enables your maintenance and service organization to benefit from 

automated, lean, and fast processes based on best practices of SAP and 

the latest technology.

The assessment provides an in-depth view of your maintenance and 

service processes and the operational and organizational structure 

(including your current system landscape).

The assessment provides the following outcomes: 

▪ Identification of recommended activities and changes to optimize your 

maintenance and service processes and the existing system landscape

▪ Setup of a process-related, organizational, and functional to-be 

concept for an SAP solution implementation based on best practices

▪ Alignment of processes with your company‘s and department‘s 

maintenance and service strategy

▪ Identification of a value proposition from process optimization 

▪ Recommendations of a roadmap to take your maintenance and service 

organization to the next level and to introduce the latest SAP 

technology
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• Briefing | Initial situation & objectives

• Review project scope & schedule

1 Week* 2 Weeks*

PREPARE and EXPLORE DISCOVER PLAN

Delivery Approach and Timeline
Detailed Business Assessment of Each Scope Option* 01 through 08

1 Week*

• Preparation & Coordination

• Workshop | Maturity assessment

• Workshop | Propose initiatives & review 

dependencies

• Workshop | Benefit potential / ease-of-

implementation matrix

• Postprocessing & Coordination

• Handover results

• Preparation & coordination of final 

presentation

• Workshop | High level roadmap

• Prepare management summary

• Handover results

• Project closure

Customer SAPLevel of Involvement *Indicated duration
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Recommended Team Setup to Reach the Top

Group Resource / Role

Customer Head of Asset Management / Business Lead Asset Management Workstream

IT Lead Asset Management Workstream

Process Owners (for Asset Management domains in scope)

Enterprise Architect

SAP Project Manager

Principal Consultant IAM

Business Consultant IAM



Thank you.
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